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Hey There Dreamer!  
 

I am so glad you have decided to take your instagram game to the next 
level. 

In this e-book you will find loads of information that have taken me hours 
to compile and even months to figure out. So let’s get started shall we? 

 
 

A Little Bit Of My Story 
 
When I first started my blogging journey in April 2016, I strictly blogged 
about weddings. I was the first of all my friends to get married and I had SO 
many people come to me for advice, so I decided I was going to start a 
blog and share the things I had learned while planning my wedding.  
 
Along with my blog, I created an instagram because that is what the pro’s 
recommended to do.  
 
At the time, I was not really serious about blogging or my instagram, I just 
loved writing and sharing my ideas. That all changed when I started to 
actually fall in love with blogging. I spent A LOT of my time writing and 
taking pictures and it made me excited! 
 
So, in September 2016, I decided to give my blog a whole new concept. 
Weddings were fun, but it wasn’t 100% me.  
 
As an international business and marketing major, I always heard the term, 
build a brand. I had all the background knowledge, I had just not 
implemented it. So, I quickly scratched the wedding blog and created the 
lifestyle blog you see today. 
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It was at this point where I started to take my blog and instagram seriously.  
But I will say, I followed a lot of the WRONG advice. I was trying to grow 
my instagram quickly, not efficiently and I’m sure some of you are in the 
same boat.  
 
I soon became frustrated. 
 
Why was I getting followers and then having them unfollow me the next 
day? 
 
Was I boring? 
 
Was my Instagram not good enough? 
 
Were My pictures not pretty enough? 
 
Do you ever feel like that? Raise Your Hand! 
 
I kept asking myself, how were these other people getting SO many 
followers & likes a day!?! 
 
I soon realized a few things. The COLD HARD TRUTH is a lot of these 
other people were cheating by buying followers, participating in like for 
like/follow for follow threads and using bots or they were attracting the 
wrong followers. They weren’t being real or building a brand.  
 
Then I realized, I wasn’t building a brand and I wasn’t be true to myself.  
 
Now, if you don’t know what that means, that’s okay, we will be talking 
about building a brand a LOT in this e-book (you are forewarned)!  
 
BUT I will say, once I started to really get an idea of myself and my brand, 
my whole perception changed. I saw HUGE increases in my followers and I 
actually started to make money from my instagram and blog.  
 
It took me a long time to figure it out, but now that I have, I am growing my 
instagram the right way and I will show you all the tips and tricks on how I 
did it. I took my measly instagram and grew it to over 10k engaged 
followers in less than 6 months.  
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This e-book is jammed packed, so get ready to change your game!  

 
 

Some Things To Do Before We Begin! 
 

1. Change your profile from private to public – You can do this is 
in your settings  

 
2. Switch to a business profile on Instagram. To do this, you will 

need to create a facebook page first because Instagram 
requires that a facebook page be linked to an Instagram 
business account. You can locate the directions to do this on 
the “How To Link Your Facebook Page To Your Instagram” 
Guide at the end of this e-book.  

 
3. Print out the workbook, guides and checklists at the end of this 

e-book before diving in! I reference them a lot throughout the 
book and you will want them handy! 

 
 

That’s It! 
So, Let’s We Get Started! 
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So, I’m sure you bought this e-book because you know you need to grow 
your instagram, but do you know why?  
 
I’m sure most of you would answer because you want more followers 
and engagement. That’s true, but I want you to dig a little deeper.  
 

What is your main goal of growing your instagram?  
 

 
My reason is to gain more traffic to my blog, promote current posts on my 
blog, make genuine connections with people who will want to read my 
blog & gain customers who will purchase things from my blog.  
 
Do you see the trend? Instagram is a stepping stone to my blog.  
 
Now I am going to be real with you for a second.  
 
You do NOT own your instagram followers.  
 
What would happen if you spent ALL this time creating a HUGE following 
on instagram and then one day the app just disappears?  
You would be left at ground ZERO.  
 
Remember the app vine? There were SO many famous people on vine 
who just used vine as a way to get famous. BUT one day vine disappeared 
and the users disappeared. Those people who spent SO much time 
creating on that app lost everything when the app disappeared.  
 
Now, I REALLY hope instagram never disappears, but it can.  
 
SO, saying that, instagram should be a stepping stone to something 
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else.  
 
If you are a blogger, the stepping stone would be your blog or mailing list 
and if you are a business/online entrepreneur your stepping stone should 
also be your website or mailing list. Why? Because you OWN your blog 
& mailing list.  
 
So, I am going to be teaching you the strategies to grow your instagram 
AND your blog/online business. Double Win!  
 
At this point, I would like you to locate and fill out page the Instagram Pro 
Worksheet found at the end of this e-book.  
 
I want you to really think about your why and write down some goals you 
want to achieve in the next couple of months.  
 
When I first started taking my instagram seriously, I wrote down the goal of 
getting 500 followers in one month. Once I started honing in on my why, I 
not only hit my goal, I doubled it! 
 
So it is possible, I promise!  
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So, now that we have our goals set up, I want to get real for a minute.  
 
Some of these things might get a little harsh, but believe me you need to 
hear it and if you’re doing any of these things, you need to stop 
immediately.  
 
Now, I will admit when I was trying to grow my instagram quickly and not 
efficiently, I practiced a few of these techniques too and they cost me in 
the long run.  
 
I do not want you to waste time or effort doing these things because you 
will NOT grow the right way.  
 
One thing I want you to drill in your mind right now is a large number of 
followers does NOT equal a lot money. You do not need a ton of followers 
to make money or be successful, you just need a few loyal ones.  
 
So, lets get started on the DON’Ts!  
 
 

1- STOP with the follow/unfollow method 
 
If you do not know what that is, it is when someone will go to another 
person’s account, click on their followers and then spam follow their 
followers.  
 
First off, instagram knows this is spammy and they will most likely 
deactivate your instagram and you will lose everything.  
 
Second, you will most likely get blocked by several users which in return 
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instagram will think your being spammy and again deactive your account.  
 
Third, these followers are smarter than you think.. they know what you are 
doing and they will NOT follow you back. AND if they do follow you back, 
there are apps out there that will show them who follows and unfollows 
them and they will just unfollow you once you unfollow them!  

 
What is the point in this? 

It’s a waste of time and you are not targeting your tribe.  
 
Those people follow a certain person because they truly want to follow 
that person, NOT YOU!  
 
I repeat, this will NOT target your tribe!  
 
When I have a new person/account follow me, I look at their number of 
followers vrs. the number of people they follow. If the ratio is 20k followers 
to 200 following, I know that most of the time, they are just trying to gain 
followers and will unfollow me in a day once I don’t follow them back.  
 
Another way you can tell if someone is using this method is by looking at 
their engagement on their photos. If someone has an account with 20k 
followers and they only get 80 likes on a photo, they obviously do not have 
a loyal or engaged group of followers.  
 
I would also recommend if a account follows you and they look like a robot 
(has no photos or very little photos, a different language, follows a ton of 
accounts like over 7,000) BLOCK THEM! These types of accounts do not 
help your numbers and make you look spammy! 
 
Please please please if this is a method you are using, STOP! 
 

 
2- STOP Spam Liking Accounts 

 
What I mean by this, is going to someones account and liking 10 photos in 
a row in hopes that that user will in return follow you. A little tidbit, this 
looks SPAMMY and instagram will think you're a bot and most likely 
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deactivate your account!  
 
Also, with the instagram algorithm, likes do not weigh as much as 
comments, SO liking a ton of photos is not helping your engagement.  
 
I will be honest, most of the time when this happens to me, I will just block 
that user because I assume they are a bot or using some type of bot 
system.  
 
Again, if you are using this method, STOP!  

 
3- Spam Commenting Generic Comments 

 
I have to say this one drives me INSANE! I can’t count how many times I 
have received a comment like “Love this!” “So Cool” or “Cute Dress” 
when my caption/photo has nothing to do with that photo or caption. Kid 
you not, I posted a post on father’s day about my father passing away 
when I was 13, and I received a comment that said “This is so cool”. 
 
I personally messaged that person and told them I didn’t know what was 
so cool about a parent dying but glad they were concerned *insert 
sarcastic tone* and then I blocked them!  
 
If you are spam commenting generic things, instagram again will see this 
as SPAMMY and you most likely will be deactivated!  
 
Not to mention, you are not building good relationships or attracting your 
tribe by being fake and generic!  
 
So, again, if you are using this method, PLEASE STOP!  

 
4- Using Automated Programs to Like And Comment Photos 

 
This goes hand in hand with the above! If you don’t know what an 
automated program is, it is a program set up to like and comment on 
random peoples account that use a certain hashtag to make it look like 
you are constantly engaging on instagram to gain more followers.  
Again, I repeat, this is SPAMMY!  
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So much so, that instagram has started to crack down on these programs 
and shutting them down! *Que happy face!*  
 
BUT, if you are using a program that has not been shut down yet that likes 
and comments on autopilot for you, STOP!  
 

5- Using Follow For Follow & Like For Like Hashtags  
 
 
Okay, this one doesn't bother me too badly, but it is still a fake way of 
growing your instagram. I will admit this was one of the no-no ways I used 
at first and it never attracted the people I wanted to follow me. So, if you 
use this type of method, there is a better way, I promise! (We will get into 
that later.) 
 

6- Do Not Be a Jerk  
 

This is where the phrase “My momma taught me that if I don’t have 
anything nice to say, then don’t say anything at all” comes into play.  
 
So, I don’t see this too often, but I do see it and it needs to be addressed. 
If you see someone post something you disagree with or do not like… 
keep on scrolling or quietly unfollow them. You have a choice to follow 
who you follow, so if you follow someone who posts things you don’t 
like— simply unfollow them.  
 
Do not start writing mean comments or arguing with them! Instagram has 
a report button and they take bullying and slander very seriously! So, that 
being said, that person you made a mean comment to can report you!  
 
Also, they can get their friends to report you.  
 
Let me let you in on a little business secret- Word Of Mouth is the BEST 
way to get something out there. Whether that be positive or negative, 
word of mouth has a HUGE impact, especially in social media.  
 
Now, let me tell you a little story about that. I am part of some business 
Facebooks groups and someone posted a screenshot of their instagram 
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where someone posted a nasty comment to one of their photos. Along 
with that screenshot she explained how this user went through and left 
comments on other photos. Well, the people in this Facebook group did 
not like these comments and decided to all go on instagram and report 
him. Within 15 minutes his account was deactivated.  
 
Hear me when I say this.. just be nice. Not only is the person you're 
writing a mean comment to see what you write but all their followers see it 
too. There are real people behind these accounts, with a beating heart and 
emotions.. please just be nice or don’t say anything at all.  
 
In reverse, if someone leaves a mean comment on your photos, simply 
report that person, delete it and move on. I will tell you that there are many 
trolls out there who have nothing better to do than sit at a computer and 
be a bully. Do not give them validation by responding.  

 
7- STOP Worrying About Your Numbers  

 
Okay, now you’re probably reading this and thinking umm what? The 
whole reason I am here is to GROW my instagram. Yes, Yes I know, but in 
order to grow organically you need to stop looking at your numbers.  
 
Like I said earlier, one HUGE lie I hear over and over again is you have to 
have a ton of followers to make money. This is NOT true. I will tell you I 
made my first sale off instagram when I had 1200 followers. Only 1200 
followers and half of them weren’t even loyal engaged followers because I 
was participating in some of these crazy tactics I’m sharing with you.   
 
In retrospect, I want you to STOP comparing your numbers to others. Just 
because that person appears to be successful doesn’t mean they are 
actually successful. There is no point in having a ton of followers who do 
not truly care about what you post.  
 
So, that being said I want to forewarn you, I like to give a lot of examples 
and tell a lot of stories because I feel that its relatable and puts things in 
perspective, so expect a lot of it during this training.  
 
So, here comes you’re second story.  
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I follow this blogger who seemed to have the perfect instagram. She had 
about 80k followers and always posted photos of her in picture perfect 
outfits. When looking at her instagram you would have thought she made 
a ton of money and converted a lot of traffic to her blog. I ended up joining 
a instagram strategies group which low and behold she was a part of. The 
topic of income came up one day asking realistically how much money 
they made a month from blogging & instagram. This blogger with 80k 
followers, about 1500-2000 likes per photo with maybe 20 comments per 
photo confessed she only made $50 a month if she was lucky! 
 
 
Yall, my mind was BLOWN! It was then I realized she may have had a ton 
of followers but they obviously were NOT loyal and did not trust her. She 
also admitted later on to using the follow/unfollow method and the spam 
liking/commenting method. So, if you need proof that this is not a good 
way to grow your instagram, there you have it!  
 
 
So, I told you it would be a little harsh (I’m sorry!) but it needs to be said 
and gotten out of the way before we can continue on the RIGHT ways to 
grow your instagram. If you use these methods, and you don’t want to 
stop using some, I want to encourage you to think back to your why.  
 
How in anyway do these methods benefit your why?  
 
Just think about that for a little while and then let’s keep going.  
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Alright, here is where we get into what I like to call the good stuff. I am 
going to go ahead and warn you(again) that you are going to see the 
words “YOUR BRAND” used over and over and over again.. I apologize 
(again) in advance!  
 
This was a complete game changer for me when I started to treat my blog 
& instagram like a brand and not a business.  
 
At This Point, I want you to refer back to your Instagram Pro Worksheet 
and fill out the Building A Brand Section as we go along.  
 
So, what exactly is a brand?  
  
Well, the definition is basically a marketing practice of creating a business, 
name, product or design that differs that business, name, product or 
design from other in his field. An effective brand is known to have a major 
edge in the competitive world. 
 
 
Oh what a beautiful definition that is! I love the term major edge! It just 
gets me so FIRED UP!  
 
So, in this section, we are going to do things a little different and really 
really dig into your brand.  
 
On your worksheet there is a section that asks you to describe your blog 
or business.  
I want you to get real and honest.  
What is the heart behind your blog or business?  
If your blog is a lifestyle blog and you are the main topic, what makes you, 
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well, you?  
 
For example, I have a lifestyle blog and when I went through editing my 
branding, I asked myself, what are the core things that make me, me and 
what are some things I enjoy that I want to share with my readers.  
 
For me those things were, my faith, fashion and business/marketing. 
Those are the things I enjoy and are passionate about.   
 
BUT, I take it a step further and make it personal and relatable.  
 
I show my personality.  
 
If you know me, you know I grew up in the south and I love anything with a 
southern flair, so a lot of clothes I feature target that type of audience. You 
will not see me in tight leather pants and huge heels because well that is 
not me.  
 
You will also see throughout my writing that I use southern terms such as 
“Yall”.  
 
You can also see in my instagram and blog posts real, vulnerable and faith 
inspired captions. I keep it real & speak freely about my faith, my marriage 
and things going on in my personal life.  
I do this, because my brand is me & I want my readers to connect and 
relate to me.  
 
Here are some examples of other entrepreneurs who are KILLIN’ it at their 
Branding!  
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Jenna Kutcher 
www.jennakutcher.com 

 
First off her website is GORGEOUS! But right off the bat, you can see she 
is a photographer, educator and artist. She has all of those elements in her 
main picture. You then can scroll down and her about me page is right 
there front and center and her description is UNIQUE! Her colors are pink, 
white and blue and everything flows so well.  
 
If you look at her Instagram, her description matches her website! The 
colors of her instagram again match her website and you know what type of 
photos you are going to get when you look at her Instagram. Her captions 
are also real & honest and people can RELATE to them!  KILLER 
BRANDING!  
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Studio DIY 

www.studiodiy.com 
 

This account is so colorful and fun! First by the name, you can see that 
you will find DIY tips with this account. You can also see that Kelly has 

created a brand full of bright colors and has the tagline Make Life A Party! 
When you go to her Instagram.. BOOM! You see the same tagline and 

same bright colors!  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Now, I want you to continue working on your worksheet and once we have 
your brand locked down it is time to start working on that instagram to 
match it and really make your brand have a major edge!  
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Lets talk about your actual instagram, shall we?  
 
There are a few things we need to make sure you have before we can 
continue. 
  
The first is if you are still on a personal account, I highly recommend 
changing it to a business one, like I said earlier.  
I suggest this because the business account offers so many features that a 
personal one doesn’t.  
Now, I know there are rumors out there saying engagement is not as great 
on a business account but I beg to differ and here’s why.  
 
Instagram is now owned by Facebook. If you take a look at Facebook, it is 
starting to gravitate more towards a business friendly approach. People are 
no longer using Facebook so much for a personal reason, they are instead 
using it more to look up businesses and joining facebook pages.  
 
I can bet that instagram is going to be taking the same approach sooner 
rather than later. I also switched back to my personal account for a month 
and saw no difference in engagement compared to a business account.  
 
With a business account, you are able to see stats such as impressions, 
reach, profile views, website clicks and email clicks. It also gives you stats 
on each photo you post, when your followers are most active on the app 
and gives someone an easy way to contact you through email.  
 
So as a blogger or business, why would you not want these features?  
 
One other thing I highly recommend is having a separate instagram for 
your blog or business and your personal life.  
 
I debated this so much when I started but here is why I recommend it.  
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First, instagram is a social platform, therefore the more social you are, the 
more you pop up on your followers feed. The typical everyday instagram 
user doesn’t post everyday or isn’t really active everyday ( this is most 
likely your friends and family ). Therefore, if you mix these users with other 
very active users (other bloggers or businesses you follow ) the less active 
users are going to get lost in the mix.  
 
Also, lets be honest, I know your family and friends love you and support 
you but a lot of them might not understand or care to see you post a lot of 
blogger/business things all the time. Give them the option to follow along by 
creating a separate instagram for your blog or business.  
 
The third thing I recommend is creating a Facebook page for your blog or 
business. If you switch to a business account you have to do this anyway 
because Instagram requires that you link your facebook page to your 
Instagram account. (I have written instructions on how to do this in the back 
of this e-book).  By doing this, it will also show what type of account you are 
on Instagram.  
 
For example, my Facebook page is set up as a “blogger” page, therefore it 
shows on my instagram account under my name the term “blogger” so 
when people come to my account they see that I am a blogger.  
I have created a How To Create and Link Your Blog Facebook Page Guide 
found at the end of this e-book. Go ahead and set this up and then let’s 
continue.  
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The first thing people notice when they come to your instagram is your 
profile picture and your info.  
 
Like I said before, instagram is a SOCIAL MEDIA platform, so you need to 
set up your instagram to be social and engaging right off the bat!  
 
So, Lets talk about that profile picture shall we? 
 
Now if you are a blogger or you are the face of your business, then your 
picture needs to be OF YOU! 
 
I'm not talking about the awkwardly looking away from the camera, with 
your hand in your hair photo, I am talking about a picture of your face 
smiling and looking at me. 
 
Yes, I want to see YOU! The person who I am about to follow. I want to 
know who you are and what better way than to show me a photo of you, 
looking at me and engaging with me. 
 
If I were scrolling through my feed and you posted a photo of your 
computer and I look at the tiny icon of your profile photo and couldn’t see 
your face, I most likely will not recognize you and keep on scrolling. You 
want your followers to recognize you and your brand!  
 
 
Now, if you are a business that does not have a face for your brand, then I 
want to see a picture of your logo. 
 
I want to get familiar with your logo so when I see it while scrolling through 
my newsfeed, I know that it is your brand. 
 
I don't want to see a picture of your product. 
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For example, if you are an online boutique who sells jewelry, I don't want to 
see a picture of a bracelet you sell, I want to see the name of your 
company. There are SO many other people out there who sell bracelets, so 
how am I supposed to know that the bracelet on your profile is specific to 
you? No one else has your company name or logo, so why not be unique 
and use that? 

 
This is called brand awareness… again we are building a brand!! 

 
I want to be able to see your face and know that you are the blogger of so 
and so and see your logo and KNOW that that is your company. 
 
Now that I have seen your face or logo, I want to know what makes you, 
you… again, YOUR BRAND! 
 
In your profile section, you have 150 words to show me why I should follow 
you.  
Don't be like the rest of them.. be unique and tell me something specifically 
about you that I can connect and relate too. Show me YOUR BRAND!  
 
The 3 things I look for in a profile are 
1- Your name & what kind of blogger or business are you? 
2- Where are you located? 
3- What makes you, you? 
 

For example, this is a very generic profile that I seem to see a lot of.. 
Ashley Mae -  

Blogger  
Fashion, Food, Coffee & Jesus -  

NC.  
Visit my blog below 

 
Okay... what types of things can I find on your blog?  
 
So you like fashion, food and coffee.. doesn't every other blogger say that 
too?  
 
Okay, you live in NC.. where in NC? Why should I click on your blog link? 
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Do you see how generic and boring that profile is!  
 
Instead tell me what is unique about you. Try something like this.. 
 

Ashley Mae -  
Lifestyle Blogger  

You'll most likely find Me Twirling in Pretty Dresses & Taking Pictures of my 
food.  

Jesus & Coffee keep me going  
Raleigh, NC  

For Bits of Inspiration & pieces of my heart click below 
 

Do you see how much better that is? Do you see how you can see my 
brand? 

 
If I came to this profile I would see that I can expect lifestyle posts on your 
blog and instagram.  
I may also see pictures of you twirling in pretty dresses that might make me 
want to buy that dress and amazing food that makes me want to maybe 
visit that restaurant or ask for the recipe.  
 
I see that you can't function without coffee or Jesus, like me.  
 
I also know that I can find bits of inspiration and pieces of your heart if I 
click on the link to your blog. I also see that you're located in Raleigh, NC.. 
JUST LIKE ME!  
 
Reading these things gives me a chance to connect with you and know 
your brand.  
 
If I saw you were in the same city as me, I would follow you AND most 
likely reach out to you and make a connection! <3 
 
So, let’s go to that profile and change it up, shall we? 
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This is the bread and butter of Your Brand! (I told you I was going use the 
term a million times!)  
 
So let’s get personal, when I first started my instagram, I was SO afraid to 
show my true self.  
 
I thought I had to have the perfect feed, the perfect photos and the perfect 
caption.  
 
I thought people didn't really need to know that I was still in PJs with a 
messy bun & constantly looking at my numbers on instagram. 
 
Real life, I would post a photo I spent hours editing and then writing a 
generic caption like "I love this beautiful dress for summer, Go buy it 
Here!".. and then I would refresh every 2 minutes counting the likes.. and I 
hate to admit it, but I would STRESS over not getting a lot of likes. 
 
I'm being serious when I say, I would DELETE a photo and repost it 
because I thought maybe I posted it at the wrong time and if I wait an hour I 
will get more likes. (que hands over face in shame) 
 
Are you guilty of this?  
 
I know some of you reading this are, because I was too and after talking to 
other successful instagramers, guess what!? They were also guilty. 
 
Once I started to really capture my brand, I changed my game. I started to 
write more engaging captions that were real vulnerable and raw and guess 
what? People started to respond because they could relate! They also kept 
coming back for more because they wanted more.  
 
I kid you not, I got SO many Direct Messages from people telling me how 
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much they appreciated how real and honest I was and how much I stood 
out as a blogger. I even had people post their own captions tagging me 
telling their followers to follow me because they loved my account so much!  
I don’t say this to toot my own horn, I say this because the whole point of 
social media is to be social! Here are just a few photos on DM’s I get 
DAILY! 
 

 
 
So, hear me when I say this (again) SHOW YOUR BRAND!  
 
Be yourself. If you want to post a picture of you in a pretty dress, by all 
means do it but write a meaningful caption that people can RELATE too.  
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For example, instead of saying "I love this beautiful dress for summer, go 
buy it here" tell me a story about why you love it and why I should buy it 
and SHOW YOUR PERSONALITY! 
 
For me I would say, 
  
"Yall, if you know me, you know it's so rare for me to find something 
so beautiful & comfortable at the same time but BOY I found IT! This 
DRESS is going to be on repeat for me all summer! It is so soft and 
such a gorgeous color and I can't wait to wear it while I twirl in a field 
of flowers, like you know this southern Belle likes to do! ;-) Want to 
join in the twirling fun, you say!? You can go get this dress by 
following the link in my profile.” 
 
Okay, see the difference? I told a story, I showed my personality, I stuck 
with my brand and maybe just maybe someone who also enjoys twirling 
around in fields of flowers will want this dress too.  
 
I made my caption STAND out and gave it major edge (BRANDING) and I 
made it interesting. I want to also add that if you have a long caption it is 
easier to read if you break it up by hitting the “return” button to start a new 
paragraph so your caption is broken up into smaller sections.  
 
But above all, be relatable & show your audience you and your why!  
 
They are more inclined to stay around and follow you if they relate to you. 
 
Another important thing to include in your caption is a Call-To-Action.  
 
This basically means you are giving your followers something to do next!  
 
For example, above in my example I said, “You can get this dress by 
following the link in my profile”. This tells my followers what to do if they 
wanted to buy this dress. It is directing them to do something next… it is 
directing them to my WHY I talked about earlier.  
 
The reason why I’m growing my Instagram, is to gain more traffic to my 
blog, promote current posts on my blog, make genuine connections with 
people who will want to read my blog & gain customers who will purchase 
things from my blog.  
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That call to action is directing them to blog!  
	
Now, I wouldn’t recommend this in every caption because you might sound 
too salesy, but I would recommend doing it on every 3 posts.  
 
There are also other unique Call-To-Action ideas you can use that I have 
put together on the Instagram Checklist Worksheet at the end of  this e-
book.  
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Okay, I'll admit, every time I see the # symbol I still think of saying "pound".  
Anyone else!? haha. 
 
Alright, anyone who is anyone has heard of the hashtag.  
 
The truth, the hashtag is a VERY effective way to get noticed on instagram, 
BUT you need to use it correctly. 
 
So, like I pointed out in the “Don’t” section, there are a few hashtags that 
you NEED to stay away from.  
 
I admitted earlier that I used to use these (not my proudest moment) but it 
is NOT an effective way to grow your instagram.  
 
These types of hashtags I am referring too are ones such as  
 
#follow #likethis #Like4Like #followforfollow 
 
I said before, you may get a few followers from this HOWEVER these are 
not the types of followers you want.  
 
These are not the types of followers who are going to engage with you 
consistently or respect your brand!  
 
 …..and they will most likely unfollow you the next day. 
 
So, what are you supposed to do? 
 
Use hashtags that are unique and specific to what the picture is, your niche 
AND where it is taken. 
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The where part is also very important, because it allows people to find your 
photo more specifically and gives them a chance to connect with you. 
 
 
For example, say I went to dinner at an awesome new restaurant in 
downtown Raleigh, NC for my husband’s birthday. I took a photo of my 
husband and I sitting at our dinner table displaying this gorgeous meal we 
are about to eat.  
 
Hashtags I would use would be specific to what is going on in that photo.  
 
For example, I would maybe use hashtags along the lines of 
# (name of the restaurant we are eating at) #datenight #husbandandwife 
#Raleigh #DowntownRaleigh #goodeats #wecleanupnicely 
#happybirthdaytomyhusband 
 
Now there are a few generic hashtags I always like to include in my posts 
that are specific to my brand and niche.  
 
For example, I am a Christian and anytime I post a photo of my husband 
and I, I like to include the hashtag #stayingIdo & #dateyourspouse because 
I believe in marriage and truly dating your spouse.  
 
I also like to use niche specific hashtags such as #lifestyleblogger 
#raleighblogger #ncblogger so other lifestyle, Raleigh and NC bloggers 
could find me easily by searching that hashtag. 
 
So, you see, it is important to use hashtags that will connect you with other 
people who can relate to you and make a connection with YOUR BRAND! 
(Are you tired of this phrase yet?)  
 
Just think about yourself and a friend. You have certain friends because 
you can relate to them and they are similar to you. Therefore, you build that 
friendship by communicating, supporting and engaging with that friend. The 
same can be applied to instagram.  
 
When someone can relate to you, they are more likely to follow along and 
ENGAGE with your content. 
 
Which brings me back to instagram being a social media platform. 
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So, I am going to break it down real simple.  
 
Instagram has an algorithm and that algorithm likes various things. It likes 
longer captions, specific hashtags and likes.  
 
So, the more social you are by implementing these things and the more 
engagement a post gets, the more instagram will boost that post to show 
up in the followers feed.  
 
So, say you follow 500 people, I guarantee you that you are not going to 
see the latest post from ALL 500 people you follow. What you are going to 
see is the posts of the followers you engage with the most!  
So, the more social you are, the more instagram will reward you in making 
your post visible. If you post a photo with all these things in mind, it is going 
to get a lot of engagement and therefore be boosted in the feeds of your 
followers.  
 
Does that make sense?  
 
For example, what I try to do before I post a photo is engage (like AND 
comment) with the people I follow for about 10 minutes before I post a 
photo. This shows I am being active and Instagram will boost my photo 
once I post it.  
 
So, in relation to hashtags, every hashtag you use is on a specific page 
that displays all the photos with that hashtag from several users. The more 
engagement the photo with that hashtag receives the more likely it will be 
featured in the discovery page of that hashtag making it easier for people 
searching that hashtag to see & follow you.  
 
This is also why it is important to use specific and not over saturated 
hashtags because the people searching more specific hashtags are more 
likely to be your ideal target readers!  
 
For example, If I use the hashtag #Raleighblogger, the people searching 
that hashtag are going to be interested in Raleigh Bloggers otherwise they 
wouldn’t be searching it. Low and behold, I am a Raleigh Blogger so by me 
using that hashtag people who search it are going to find exactly what they 
are looking for (ideal reader!). 
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Also, another little trick I have learned about hashtags is to not clog up your 
caption with them!  
 
Instead, go to the notes section of your phone and create something that 
looks like this.. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
#thisrocks #Iamhavingsomuchfun #Ashleyisawesome #Iamlearningsomuch 
 
After you have typed all the hashtags you want (you can have up to 30) you 
can copy and paste the whole thing (including the spacedout periods) and 
add it as a comment under your photo! That way it is hidden and out of 
sight but will still be effective on your feed! 
 
Need some help figuring out what hashtags to use? Well, you’re in luck 
because I have also included a list of hashtags that I personally use that 
specific to certain niches on page       of this e-book!  
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Let me introduce you to one of the best tools I have used to grow my 
instagram thus far.. INSTASTORIES. 
 
Now some of you might be asking what is instastories?  
 
If you're a little late to the game, that’s okay.  
 
It is very similar to snapchat in which you can create a story filled with short 
videos and or pictures. 
 
I was SO nervous when instastories first came out and I didn't use it for 
about a month. 
 
I felt odd talking to a screen and didn't think people wanted to hear what I 
had to say, or that they even cared.  
 
But, the truth is, your followers are following you, for YOU! (And your 
brand.. okay, okay, I couldn’t help it) 
 
But truly Your followers are following you for a reason!  
 
They WANT to know more about you and what better way to show them 
than being MORE social with them.  
 
Ask them questions, tell a funny story, ENGAGE with them! 
 
After all, I’ll say it again, instagram is a SOCIAL network.  
 
It was designed for you to share & be social with others, so do it!  
 
It is also another chance to show others your personality & YOUR BRAND! 
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So, one Awesome feature about Instastories is that if you have a business 
profile (which again, I highly recommend) and once you hit 10k followers 
you can add a link in which people can swipe up and it takes them directly 
to whatever website you want them to go to, like your blog!  
 
For example, I can take a video of me telling my followers about a new post 
on the blog and then say, just swipe up to read it and I can link my blog 
post right there.  
 
Purchased an adorable new top? Take a photo and share a direct link on 
where your readers can purchase it! I have used this method to draw SO 
much traffic to my blog AND make sales! 
 
To do this, take or upload a photo and Click the "link" icon on the upper 
right. Then paste the URL you want your followers to be redirected too! 
(I have also covered how to do this in the Instagram Stories Guide at the 
end of this e-book! ) 
 
Another awesome feature is the ability to tag a location, other instagram 
account & even a hashtag on your instastory. 
 
For example, did you take an awesome photo of the Eiffel Tower? You can 
tag The Eiffel Tower as your location & use the #eiffeltower which people 
can search.  
 
Instagram will even make a separate instastory all dedicated to that 
location, so you can see who else has tagged that location.  
You can also tag other instagram users & connect with them.  
 
Follow a fellow blogger who recommended an awesome recipe you tried? 
Take a photo of your finished product and tag that blogger telling them 
thanks for the awesome recipe!  
 
They are MORE likely to see that tag then a instagram comment especially 
if they get hundreds of comments on their posts at a time. 
 
To  add a location tag or hashtag, take a photo or video and then click the 
"face" icon in the upper right-hand corner and select which feature you 
would like to add. 
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To tag another user, click on the "Aa" (text) icon in the upper right-hand 
corner and simply type "@theinstagramnameoftheuseryouwanttotag" or 
example, if you wanted to tag me, you would write "@thebellelifeblog" 
when you type that, my username should pop up at the bottom and you 
click my profile to add me and now I'm tagged. 

 
There ARE so many ways this feature can help grow your instagram.  
 
I cannot tell you how many times I have been in happy tears of people 
responding to my instastories relating to something I was talking about <3 
OR how many connections I have made by responding to other people's 
stories! 
 
For pictures & more instructions on how to use all the features insta-stories 
has to offer, please see the Insta-Stories How to Guide at the end of this e-
book! 
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If you took my 5 Step -By- Step How to Grow Your Instagram Email 
Challenge, then you read about my friend Bob.  
 
For those of you that are here and did not take this challenge. I want to tell 
you another story.  
 
This story is about this guy I went to college with. let's just call him Bob.  
 
He was the type of kid who NEVER came to class and come exam day, 
would sit next to the smartest person in the class and try to cheat off them.  
 
Everyone thought this guy would either fail out or never get a decent job 
after college. 
 
 Well, unfortunately that was NOT the case.  
 
The guy ended up getting a job RIGHT out of college making $80,000 a 
year.  
 
To say that that didn't infuriate this perfect attendance, studied my tail off 
girl is an understatement! 
 
SO, a few years later I ran into Bob and asked how he was doing? After a 
few minutes of talking I bluntly asked him, how in the world did you manage 
to get a job at blank company right out of college!? (in a very nice way of 
course...) and what he said made perfect sense.  
 
HE KNEW SOMEONE.  
 
Yes, he had made a connection with someone high up in this amazing 
company and basically got offered a job before he even graduated. 
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Being an international business and marketing major, we always heard the 
phrase (and I’m sure you’ve heard it too), 
 
"It's not what you know, it’s who you know."  
 
I never really thought that was true until after I graduated. 
 
So how does this pertain to instagram?  
You never know what connecting with people will do for you! 
 
For example, I started following a fellow blogger that I adored! She had the 
cutest captions and her instastories ALWAYS made me laugh. Her brand 
was also very similar to mine as she was a Christian and a lifestyle blogger.  
 
She had thousands of engaged and loyal followers (like 155k) and one day 
I commented on her photo telling her a funny story about something that 
happened to me that was relevant to her caption…  and guess what, SHE 
answered back!  
 
She then took a look at my profile and ended up following me.  
 
We started engaging on each other’s posts and then one day she tagged 
me in a instastory recommending her followers to follow me because I had 
made a real & genuine connection with her. I ended up getting 500 
followers in ONE day!  
 
ALL because I MADE a connection. 
 
I say this because community is HUGE. Supporting other bloggers or 
instagram accounts ARE HUGE.  
 
You can make collaborations, you can meet up if you ever travel to their 
city and you can develop friendships. 
 
Again, I want to restate, with the instagram algorithm your account gets 
boosted when you are spending time on it and engaging on, especially 
when you are leaving genuine comments, so leave comments and engage! 
 
Like I have said over-and-over, it is a SOCIAL media platform and they 
want you to be SOCIAL.  
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Now that we have talked about community, I want to touch base on a few 
ways to live in true community.  
 
I know we have talked a little bit about how NOT to comment already, but I 
haven’t really touched base on HOW TO comment! 
 
With the instagram algorithm, comments weigh heavier than any other 
engagement, but not just any type of comments! Instagram looks for at 
least 3 words and different variations of words.  
 
I ALWAYS leave more than 3 word comments and I leave genuine 
comments related to their photo and caption.  
 
One of my favorite tips that has helped grow my community A TON is by 
leaving comments with the account users name.  
 
For example, if I follow a blogger whose name is Amber and she posts a 
photo of herself in a gorgeous maxi dress, I will comment something like 
"That dress looks so gorgeous on you, Amber!” 
 
I might even take it a step further and ASK a question giving them a chance 
to ENGAGE back.  
 
SO, I would say something like, "That dress looks so gorgeous on you 
Amber, where did you get it?” 
 
9 times out of 10, people engage back and it opens up the opportunity to 
BUILD relationships and community. 
 
It is also important to note that if someone comments on your photo, 
COMMENT back!  
 
Please don't be one-sided.  
 
If someone comments something to you, take the time to comment back 
and engage with them! It works both ways! Even if it is a simple “Thank you 
so much!” 
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So, at this point, you’re probably asking, “How much time should I spend 
engaging?”  
 
A rule of thumb I use is to spend 30 minutes a day scrolling through my 
feed and engaging and commenting on people I follow.  
 
I also like to search certain hashtags and find new people to follow and 
engage with.  
 
30-45 minutes is about ALL I spend on instagram a day. 
 
Don't let it stress you out, sign off and enjoy life. I promise it will still be 
there when you sign back on. 
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Are you still with me? I hope so! I know this is a TON of information and 
you’re doing so great so far!  
 
I want to try and make your life a little bit easier and teach you one way I 
have cut down the stress of wondering what to even post to my instagram, 
how often and when!  
 
So, I personally only post 1 post a day to instagram. I know some others 
post 2-3 times a day but, to me I personally feel I want a good 24 hours for 
people to see my most recent post and have a chance to engage with that 
post. BUT if you want to post 2-3 times a day, go right ahead, there is 
nothing wrong with that.  
 
I also personally only post on my instagram Monday-Friday and take the 
weekend off from posting to spend time with my family and more time 
engaging with people I follow.  
 
I also use a template to follow to know WHAT to post.  
 
I have days designated to what type of post that fits my brand.  
 
This is my Template 
 
Monday- I post an inspirational (usually faith related) quote.  
 
Tuesday- I post a fashion related post 
 
Wednesday- I post a business/blog related post  
 
Thursday- I post another fashion related post  
 
Friday- A free for all, but usually I will post about my marriage, life update 
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or a Friday Introductions post where I tell fun facts about myself.  
 
 
By setting this template, I don’t stress about what I have to post and I can 
even plan ahead!  
 
So, one app that has saved my sanity with planning out my instagram is the 
app planoly.  
 
This allows me to look at my feed, pull all the posts I want to, see how they 
look in my feed and schedule a time for it to alert me to post to instagram.  
 
This app will look at your stats and also suggest a specific time you should 
post based off what time your followers are most likely to be on instagram.  
 
This app is seriously amazing and I highly recommend it. 
 
You can also create a “draft” in actual instagram and save it until you are 
ready to post by creating your post, writing your caption and instead of 
hitting “share”, just hit the back-arrow button and hitting save draft.  
 
 
I have included a step-by-step guide to using planoly in the back of this e-
book.  
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Now, this is one question that I get asked A LOT! How do you edit your 
photos on instagram!?  
 
So, I’m sure you have seen instagram feeds with GORGEOUS themes 
where all the photos match and have a uniform look.  This is a wonderful 
way to add to your brand but to be honest, it can be a little tricky.  
 
One thing I recommend is choosing a few colors that match your brand (go 
back to your branding worksheet) that also fits the colors in your website.  
 
You want the colors to be uniform because you want without a doubt for 
people to know your brand!  
 
So, for example, if you look at my website, you will see a sand (light brown) 
color, blush pink, black and cream. If you look at my photos on my website, 
they are all edited the same way and that edit follows into my instagram 
feed.  
 
I will admit, it took me a LONG time to commit to this and if your brand is a 
ton of crazy colors by all means go for it when you post to instagram. 
Whatever fits YOUR brand! 
 
But I do recommend at least editing your photos all the same way.  
 
So, some awesome apps I use to edit my photos are VSCO cam and 
snapseed.  
 
VSCO cam is my favorite app to use because you can purchase A TON of 
filters to use and play around with. You can then adjust those filters making 
your photo light, cooler, warmer, etc.  
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One suggestion I have is to search Pinterest for “VSCO cam filter 
examples” and a TON of photos with the filters they used to achieve that 
look will pop up.  
 
I also recommend snapseed if you just want to do minor adjustments to 
your photos such as exposure and contrast.  
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Along with the basic ways we have already discussed to grow your 
instagram, there are a few other unique ways you can grow your instagram!  
 

1- Create A Giveaway! 
 
I have done this a few times with my instagram and it got me some pretty 
loyal followers, BUT I will say you will most likely attract some followers just 
looking for a prize, but all in all I think a giveaway is still a good option.  
 
To do this, create a product or team up with a brand and advertise it on 
your instagram with specific rules on how to enter. The most common rules 
I see are (not all of them are used, maybe one of two of them at a time)  
1- Follow the person who posted the giveaway  
2- Leave a comment  
3- Tag a friend in the comments who would like to win the prize 
4- Click on a specific link in profile to enter in a name and email 
 
I have also seen a website called rafflecopter being used which has call-to-
actions and each action counts as an entry (such as, like a facebook page, 
follow on twitter, etc). Then when the giveaway is over, the site will 
randomly pick someone who entered.  
 

2- Participate in Follow Friday 
 
This is one of my favorites! On Fridays, a lot of bloggers/business owners 
will suggest some people to follow whether they post a picture and tag 
those people or do so in a insta-story.  
 
This is a GREAT way to recommend people you love to follow and engage 
with! A lot of the time those followers see you recommended them and they 
will in return recommend you to their followers! Building community at its 
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finest!  
 

3- Host Events  
 
This one might be a little scary, BUT I promise it’s fun. One way to create 
community is to reach out to local vendors/boutiques in your area and host 
a meet a greet for your readers.  
For example, a local fashion blogger in my hometown hosted a 2 hour meet 
and greet at a local boutique where she told her followers to come and visit 
the store for an extra 15% off during the 2 hours she was there. She got a 
chance to meet some of her followers in person and give them a deal! It is 
also marketing for that specific vendor/boutique! She also got to reach out 
to everyday people who didn’t already follow her as they came in the store!  
 

4- Instagram Take-over 
 
This is also a fun way to gain some new followers and make connections. 
There are a lot of brands/stores that have an instagram account that you 
can take over for a period of time (maybe 24 hours) and post as yourself to 
their readers introducing yourself and telling them about you! Their 
followers are obviously fans of them and by showing them you are a fan 
too, you just made a connection!  
 

5- Friday Introductions 
 
This is a specific hashtag used on Friday’s to introduce yourself to your 
new followers, share some fun facts about yourself and connect with other 
instagram users!  
I love looking at this hashtag on Fridays and reading about different people 
behind certain accounts AND making connections with them! I have met so 
many awesome bloggers through this hashtag on Fridays!  
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The idea behind a comment pod is that a group of 10-15 people in the 
same niche (lifestyle, travel, fashion bloggers etc.)  will link together and 
every time they post they will share their post to this group in a DM on 
instagram. Then everyone in the group will like and comment on everyones 
photo. This helps their account look active and get more engagement.  
 
So, I am on the fence about these for a few reasons. I have tried a few of 
these comment pods and while they help with engagement, you don’t 
always get to pick who is in the groups.  
 
For example, if someone puts together a lifestyle group they choose who is 
a part of it… and… we all know the dreaded “group” dynamic where there 
are ALWAYS people who don’t pull their weight or slack off.  
 
When the idea of comment pods first launched, I was a part of maybe 4 of 
them. I quickly learned that most people in the groups I was in, were not my 
niche, posted things I didn’t care to see and left generic comments like 
“wow, love this!”  
 
However, I will say one positive thing I have seen from comment pods is 
that I have met some pretty awesome bloggers who I genuinely love to 
follow and kept following when I left my comment pods.  
 
So, in conclusion, I would say, if you decide to participate in a comment 
pod, I would create one yourself. You can do this by reaching out to people 
you already follow and love and see if they would be interested in being 
part of a pod. OR there are Facebook groups dedicated to creating pods 
that you can join and request to start a pod and pick and choose who you 
want in that pod.  
 
I personally am only part of one pod and that is because the girls in that 
pod are people I genuinely admire and LOVE to follow and engage with 
and it makes it easier to see their posts when we share it to each other.  
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This	is	a	worksheet	that	will	help	you	organize	your	mission	and	goals	of	your	
Instagram!	

Let’s	Get	Started!	
	

What	Is	the	WHY	of	Growing	Your	Instagram?		
I	talked	about	this	on	pages	5-6	of	the	e-book.	Your	why	should	reflect	your	
ultimate	goals.	For	example,	I	talked	about	my	why	being	to	convert	people	to	my	
blog.		
Write	you	answer	below:	
	
	
	

	

	

	
	
What	Is	Your	Niche?	What	do	you	blog/post	about?		Examples	of	this	are	Food	
blogger,	lifestyle	blogger,	fashion	blogger.		
	
	
	

	

	
Who	is	your	ideal	reader?	WHO	do	you	want	to	reach?	
I	want	you	to	BE	SPECIFIC.	Gender?	Age?	Occupation?	Interest?	Once,	you	know	
your	ideal	reader,	you	can	start	to	build	your	brand	around	trying	to	reach	that	
IDEAL	READER!		
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For	example,	my	ideal	reader	is	a	female	in	their	20’s-40’s	who	are	interested	in	
affordable	fashion	and	tips	and	tricks	on	how	to	grow	their	businesses/blogs.		
	
	

	

Let’s	set	some	GOALS:		
What	is	today’s	date?	___________	
In	one	month,	you	want	to	increase	your	Instagram	following	by	how	
many?___________	
HOW	are	you	going	to	do	that?		Some	examples	you	can	implement	are	listed	
below!		
	
	
	

	

	

	

	
� Create	a	giveaway	
� Participate	in	Follow	Friday	
� Host	an	Event	
� Insta-gram	Takeover	
� Friday	Introduction	
� Brand	Sponsorship	
� Create	a	new	Instagram	Theme	with	Your	Photos	
� Be	More	Active	on	Insta-stories	
� Schedule	Content	Ahead	of	Time	
� Follow	A	Posting	Schedule	
� Use	Call	to	Actions	on	Posts	
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Describe	your	blog/business	in	a	short	description	below.	What	are	you	ALL	about	
or	what	do	you	want	to	be	about?	What	will	people	find/	what	do	you	want	them	
to	fine	when	they	visit	your	website	or	instagram?	Remember,	be	personal	and	
make	a	connection!	
	
	

	

	

	

What	is	the	HEART	behind	your	brand?	Why	are	you	DIFFERENT	from	others	in	
your	industry/niche?		
	
	
	

	

	

	

	
	
Now,	I	want	you	to	take	what	you	have	written	above	and	describe	your	brand	in	
3	words!	If	you	could	blog/post	about	3	things	what	would	it	be	(then	try	to	loop	
those	3	together)		
	

1. 	
2. 	
3. 	
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Now,	I	want	you	to	go	back	to	the	description	of	your	ideal	reader.	Do	the	3	words	
above	match	that	ideal	reader?	If	not,	you	need	to	change	your	ideal	reader	
focus!		
	
What	Is	the	DESIGN	of	your	brand?	Do	you	have	a	mission	statement/slogan?	
What	are	your	site	colors?	How	will	people	pick	your	brand	out	of	a	crowd?	
	
	
	

	

	

	

	
For	example,	my	name	of	my	blog	is	The	Belle	Life,	which	plays	off	the	term	
“Southern	Belle”	and	that	is	evident	in	the	bow	illustration	on	my	logo.	I	also	use	
3	distinct	colors	which	is	prevalent	through	my	website	and	all	social	media	
accounts.	I	also	have	the	same	profile	picture	for	ALL	of	my	social	media	accounts	
and	my	about	me	photo	on	my	blog.	Everything	is	uniform	and	not	confusing!		
	
	
	
	
If	your	followers	could	know	3	things	about	you/your	brand	what	would	it	be?		

1.	
2.	
3.	

Are	you	showing	them	that	through	your	blog/business?		
	
	
Branding	is	the	NUMBER	ONE	way	I	grew	my	audience.	When	I	was	clear	on	what	
my	brand	was,	what	I	stood	for	and	what	I	wanted	my	readers	to	see	I	was	more	
focused	and	started	to	attract	the	RIGHT	people.	Really	spend	some	time	on	this	
one!		
	
Go	Back	and	look	at	some	examples	I	gave	in	the	e-book!		
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If	you	want	to	use	the	business	profile	feature	on	Instagram,	it	requires	that	you	
link	a	Facebook	page	first.	So,	lets	create	a	Facebook	page!	

	
	

1. Go	to	your	personal	Facebook	account	and	locate	the	drop-down	arrow	in	your	upper	
right	toolbar.		
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2. Select	create	page	and	then	you	will	be	brought	to	this	page	below	and	you	will	select	
the	appropriate	option	for	your	page.	If	you	are	a	blogger,	select	“Artist,	Band	or	Public	
figure”		

	

	
	

3. When	you	select	that,	you	will	be	given	the	option	to	choose	a	category.	Choose	the	one	
that	best	describes	your	business/account!	Then	type	in	your	name	of	your	page	(If	you	
are	a	blogger,	type	in	your	blog	name)	click	the	“Get	Started”	Button.	
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4. You	then	can	edit	and	customize	your	page	here.	I	would	suggest	clicking	under	the	
photo	and	creating	a	@username.	So,	you	would	click	create	page	username	and	change	
it	to	the	name	of	your	page.	For	example,	I	created	a	page	named	TEST,	so	I	would	
create	a	@test	as	my	username.		
	

	
	

5. Now	that	your	page	is	created,	lets	link	it	to	your	Instagram!	So,	log	into	your	Instagram	
on	your	phone	and	navigate	to	the	settings	section.	Then	select	“switch	to	business	
account”		
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6. Once	you	select	this	option	it	is	going	to	ask	you	to	link	a	Facebook	page!		

	

	
	

7. It	will	then	ask	you	to	fill	out	some	info	such	as	email	phone	and	address.	Now,	YOU	DO	
NOT	need	to	fill	out	your	phone	or	address	unless	you	want	that	public	(if	you	were	an	
actual	business	then	you	would	want	this).	But	as	a	blogger,	I	just	put	my	email.		
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8. You	then	will	have	that	page	title	you	choose	under	your	Facebook	page	under	your	
Instagram	profile	and	you	are	all	set!	
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Here	is	a	checklist	of	everything	you	need	in	your	Instagram	Profile	and	what	to	do	Before	&	
After	you	post	to	Instagram!	Plus,	examples	of	Call-to-actions!	

	
Instagram	Needs	

	
� A	clear	profile	picture	
� A	profile	that	includes	Your	Name,	Location,	What	Your	Business/Blog	is	all	

about,	the	specifics	of	your	brand	–	MAKE	IT	UNIQUE	
� An	email	that	is	accurate		

	
Before	you	post	

	
� Does	you	photo	flow	with	your	theme	(is	it	edited	the	same	way	as	the	rest	

of	your	feed)	
� Does	it	relate	to	your	posting	schedule	if	you	have	one?	
� Is	it	a	clear	image	(high	resolution)?	
� Does	your	caption	relate	to	your	readers?	
� Does	your	caption	have	a	Call-	To-	Action?	
� Have	you	already	picked	out	your	hashtags?	

	
After	you	post	
	

� Add	your	hashtags	as	a	comment	under	your	photo	
� Tag	any	accounts	you	are	promoting	
� Get	on	insta-stories	and	let	your	followers	know	of	a	new	post	and	talk	

about	your	call	to	action	
� Reply	back	to	comments	received		
� Share	your	post	to	your	Facebook	page		
� If	you	are	using	a	Call-to-action	where	someone	needs	to	visit	a	link,	make	

sure	to	update	that	in	your	profile		
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Call-To-Actions	
	

Remember	a	call	to	action	is	asking	your	followers	to	do	something	in	
your	caption.	Here	are	some	examples	to	increase	your	engagement		

	
1. Direct	them	to	Click	the	Link	In	your	Bio	

2. Ask	Your	followers	a	question	so	they	can	answer	it	in	the	comments	

3. Have	them	tag	a	friend	in	the	comments	

4. Have	them	say	something	nice	about	the	person	who	commented	before	

them		

5. Watch	your	insta-story	for	a	bonus	

6. Suggest	another	user	to	have	your	followers	follow	

7. Ask	your	followers	to	share	their	favorite	Instagram	account	in	the	

comments	
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Hashtag Tips 

o You can use up to 30 hashtags for one photo 	

o Change up your hashtags with every post. This will help you mix it up and show up to 

different audiences.  

o Make sure you are using hashtags relevant to your photo. If not, it will most likely not 

attract your ideal followers. (For example, if I am a searching a fashion hashtag and I 

see a photo of food, I will most likely not interact with that photo.)  

o If you are in a specific location or attending an event, make sure to hashtag that 

location or specific hashtag for that event.  

o Try to stay away from generic hashtags such as #like4like #follow4follow - these 

hashtags will NOT attract your ideal audience and most likely will result in people 

following you then unfollowing you the next day.  

o Follow someone similar to your niche, look at what hashtags they use and try some of 

the same ones  
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#fashionista #fashionblogger #fashionblog #fashionable #summerfashion 

#springfashion #modestfashion #fashionstyle #ootd #ootdshare #styleblogger 

#whatiwore #dailyoutfit #styleblog #fashioninspo #styleinspiration #trendy #trending 

#trendoftheday #trendalert #styleoftheday #stylegram #whattowear #styleshare 

#currentlywearing #fashiondiaries #outfitpost #fblogger #petitiefashion #stylediares 

#stylecollective #todayiwore #lookbook  

 

 

#beautyblogger #feelbeautiful #allthingsbeauty #beautycare #beautyqueen 

#beautyblogger #beautyguru #beautyproducts #beautyaddict #beautytips 

#makeupaddict #makeupalways #makeupforever #makeupbyme  

#makeupoftheday #helloflawless #makeuptutorial #dressyourface  
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#fitnessallday #weightlifting #transformation #thefitlife #fitforareason #justdoit #neverquit 

#neversurrender #bodybuilding #girlswholift #fearlessphysiques #worldsgym #workhard 

#inspire #warrior #discipline #strongissexy #girlswithmuscles #thegymlife #healthyliving 

#fitnessinspiration #higheststateofreadiness #nutrition #fitnessmotivation  

 

 

#redeemed #saved #chosen #godisgood #livingthetruth #childofgod #daughteroftheking 

#bygracetrhoughfaith #spiritualwarfare #inbeautyandchaos #theeverydayproject 

#livebeautifully #livethelittlethings #thehappynow #pursuepretty #thrivewhereistand 

#lifelivedbeautifully #calledtobecreative #womenintheword #bedeeplyrooted 

#yourinfluence #influencenetwork #makeithappen #givemeJesus #faithinspired 

#gracemakers #beautyfromashes #thecaptivatingwoman #chooselovely #leadhership 

#womenwholead #pursuitcommunity #thepointedlife #christianblogger  
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#flashesofdelight #lovelysquares #pursuepretty #thehappynow #lifestyleblogger 

#bloggerstyle #ontheblog #todayontheblog #lifestyle #thatsdarling #darlingweekend 

#fromwhereIstand #lifeinspiration #ohwowyes #nothingsordinary #mylifestyled 

#styleinspo #theblogissue  

 

 

#mommyblogger #momlife #mommylife #parentingainteasy #pregnancyprobs 

#momitforward #childhoodunplugged #motherhoodunpluged #letthembelittle 

#excusethemess #wearemakingmemories #familytime #thefambam #motherhoodrising 

#nothingisordinary #bumpstyle #uniteinmotherhood #mytinymoments #candidchildhood 

#boymom #girlmom #dailyparenting #  
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To start An Insta-story you will go to your homepage on Instagram and click the 
camera icon on the left hand side 
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Once you hit this screen, you will have a lots of features to choose from! The first 
is a “live” feature. This feature allows you to start a live video in which you 
followers can watch in real time and chat/connect with you! 

 

  
 

Next is the normal feature in which you can record a video by holding down the 
white button or take a picture by simply tapping the white button! 
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The Next feature is  Boomerang feature. This feature allows you to take a video 
and it will repeat it over and over like a boomerang! All you have to do it hold 

down the white button! 
 

  
 

Next Is the Rewind feature. This will allow you to record a video and then it will 
rewind it really fast for a cool effect. All you have to do it hold down the white 

button! 
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The next feature is the “hands-free” mode! This allows you to record a video without 
holding down the white button. All you have to do is tap the white button instead! 

  
 
 

Along with recording a video and taking a photo, there are some fun filters you 
can use! By clicking on the smiley face icon, you can add fun faces like the one 

below! 
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You can also upload a photo that you have taken in the last 24 hours! You can do 
this by swipping your finger from the bottom of your screen to the top! It will then 

show a screen like the one below and you can choose what photo you want to 
add to your insta-story!  

-OR-  
You could click on this icon and it will show you which photos you can use! 

 
***If you have not taken the photo in the last 24 hours, a little tip I suggest is 

going to that photo in your photo gallery and screenshotting it so it becomes a 
new photo and will show up in your options to put in your insta-stories! 
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Once you have a photo or video taken, you can add even more awesome 
features! 

The first, is if you swipe your screen from right to left, it can change the colors 
of the screen. 

You can also add, a location tag, temperature, time, hashtag or fun icons but 
tapping the square smiley face icon. 
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You can also click on the marker icon and draw on your screen! 
 

    
 
You can also click on the “Aa” symbol and you can type text on your photo! 
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If you have a business account (and you should!) you can also click on the link 
icon and post a link in which your followers can just swipe up on your photo or 
video and it will take them exactly to that link!  
 

      
 
Just copy and paste/type in your link here and press done! 
 
Then finally to upload your photo/video to your story, click the your story icon! Or 
you can click next, to send it to one person specifically or a group of people or 
click save to save it to your phone. 
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I truly believe have a schedule for your Instagram and scheduling ahead of time 
SAVES YOU SO MUCH TIME AND ENERGY! My rule of thumb is to use a 
template!  
 
For example this is my post schedule  
 
Monday- I post an inspirational (usually faith related) quote.  
 
Tuesday- I post a fashion related post 
 
Wednesday- I post a business/blog related post  
 
Thursday- I post another fashion related post  
 
Friday- A free for all, but usually I will post about my marriage, life update or a Friday 
Introductions post where I tell fun facts about myself  
 
I don’t post Saturday & Sunday 
 
Let’s make a schedule for you shall we? Write out below what you plan to post! 
 
Monday-  
 
Tuesday-  
 
Wednesday-  
 
Thursday-  
 
Friday-  
 
Saturday- 
 
Sunday- 
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Now that we have it planned, lets get it scheduled shall we?  
One app I love to use is Planoly. It allows me to organize and schedule posts ahead of 
time as well as the captions! Here’s how!  
 
Go to your app store and download the planoly app. 

 
 
It will then ask you to link your Instagram and then your home page will look like 
this! 

 
 

You	will	then	hit	the	+	
sign	to	add	media!	
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You will then be taken to this screen, where you can select where your photo is 
located- I choose albums then all photos to get to my photo library. 

   
I then select the photo/photos I want and click ADD. I am then brought to this 
screen where I will click upload! 
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Once I clicked upload it will be added to my main screen so I can see what it 
looks like within my feed. If you had multiple photos, you can move them around 

to see how they will look in your feed. They will have a “U” in the upper left 
cornor of the photo so you know they are unscheduled. 

  
You can then click on the photo and it will open up a edit section where you can 

add a caption and hashtags.  

 
 
 

Once	you	have	typed	
your	caption,	you	can	
turn	on	the	schedule	
tab	and	select	the	
day	and	time	you	
want	to	schedule	it.	
At	that	time	it	will	
notify	you	to	publish	
it!	Then	hit	update!	
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You can also go back to the main screen and click on the calendar icon and see 

what days and times you previously posted and how much engagement each 
photo got.  

              
 
 
 

That’s all there is to it! 
  

To	see	how	much	
engagement	each	
photo	got	just	tap	
on	the	day	and	it	
will	show	you	
here.	
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Here is a list of some awesome instagram strategy facebook groups that share 

tips and tricks on how to grow your instagram and connect with other users. Just 
search the names in facebook and then request to join!  

 
1. Instagram Posse 

 
 

2. Instagram Bosses 

 
3. Instagram Besties 

 
 

4. Instagram Marketing Mastermind 

 
5. #Thinksocial-Instagram Rockstars 

 
 

6. Instagram Fabulous 

 
 

7. Instagram Followers 
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Here are some killer Instagram accounts that I have admired! Check 

them out for some awesome inspiration!  
 

1.  Jenna Kutcher @JennaKutcher –This girl kills it at the 
branding game and she is also SO sweet and real!  

 
 

2. Pretty In The Pines @prettyinthepines – Shelby has the most 
gorgeous feed and her branding is on point! Her outfits are 
always so cute too!  
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3. Styledomination @styledomination – This beauty is killin’ it 
with her style! She is also such a sweetheart and a joy to 

follow!  
 

 
 

4. Valerybrennan @Valerybrennan – This girl has such edge! Not 
only is her colorful hair so fabulous she is so genuinely kind 
and supportive of her followers!  
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5. amandabella @_amandabella – This girl has the BEST makeup 
videos that I get lost in watching for hours, and I don’t even 
wear a lot of makeup! She is also one of the nicest bloggers 
ever!  

 
 

6. Maketodayahollyday @maketodayahollyday – Holly is so 
adorable and always has the funniest insta-stories! Check her 
out for some awesome outfit posts too!  
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CONGRATULATIONS!  
YOU ARE NOW A INSTAGRAM PRO!  
 
From the bottom of my heart, I want to say thank you. Whether you 
have followed me for a while or you just now found me, you are the 
reason why I’m here. You’re the reason I get to do this blogging 
journey that I love so much. Without your support, this would not be 
possible.  
 
I hope you found everything in this e-book to be so helpful and 
encouraging and I hope it helps you succeeed in your dream! You got 
this! You can do it! Everyone starts from zero and we just have to 
keep going and supporting each other along the way.  
 
I hope you continue to follow my journey & find inspiration and 
encouragement from my work. I would LOVE to hear from you so 
please reach out at anytime!  
 
Now, go get going on making that dream of you’re a reality!  
 

XoXo, 
Ashley Mae 

 
 
 

Follow Along With Me 
 

Instagram | Facebook | Pinterest 
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